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We study a boson field with a λφ* self interaction. Such a model has
already been studied by one author in the case of a theory with an ultraviolet cut-off, quantized in a box with periodic boundary conditions
[1—2]. In this note we study the vacuum-state functional of that theory
in the limit of infinite volume, keeping a fixed ultra-violet cut-off. We
show that the vacuum functional converges to a regular state of the
Weyl algebra of the canonical commutation relations. This state is
translation invariant. We believe that this infinite volume state is not
given by a density matrix in Fock space, although we have no proof at
this time.
The theory in the box of volume V is described in terms of canonical
fields

and
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π(7; x) = ~~Σ {«(*) e ί k x - α*(k)e- < l t x }/ω(k) ,
where k = 2π F~ 1 / 3 ('V 1 , v2, VB) for integers v$9 ω(k) = (k2 -f m2)1/2, and
[α(k), α*(k')] = ό kk '. The corresponding Weyl algebra is generated by
expiφ(V f), expίπ(V',g), where f,gζ®(V), the set of infinitely
differentiable real functions with support strictly contained inside the
cube V centered at the origin and having volume V. The Weyl relation is

e x p ί φ ( V ; /) e x p ί π ( V : g) = e x p - i ( f , g) e x p ί π ( V ; g) Gxpίφ(V; /)
where (f,g) = f f(x) g(\)dx.
The Hamiltonian for the theory in the box is
H(V)=fH(V;x)dκ,
V
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and the Hamiltonian density H(V\ x) is expressed in terms of the fields by
2

2
H ( V ; x) = y : π * ( V ; x) + ( V φ ( V ; x)) + m*φ*(V; x): + λ .φ&V; x): .

The cut-off field φκ(V; x) is defined by
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In the infinite volume case, the canonical variables are chosen to be
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with [α(k), α*(k')] = ό(k — k'). The corresponding Weyl algebra is
generated by the operators satisfying
- exp—

,

For each volume F, we identify the corresponding Weyl algebra as a
sub-algebra of the standard algebra 21 for infinite volume. In particular,
for each function / ζ §) ( F) we let exp iφ ( V /) correspond to exp i φ (/) in
the infinite volume algebra. We call the image of the Weyl algebra for
volume F the sub-algebra 21 (F) of the standard algebra 21.
In [1 — 2] it was shown that for each finite volume F, the Hamiltonian II y is a self adjoint operator on Fock space, and it has a unique,
translation -in variant ground state vector tf^F), the physical vacuum.
This vector corresponds to the state ωv on 21 (F). According to the above
correspondence, if /, g £ ξ) (F), then
ω F (exp^(/) exp^Tφ)) - (Ψ0(V), exp^(F; /) exp^(F; g) Ψ0(V)) .
Furthermore, the vacuum expectation values of the fields are defined for
each finite volume F.
Theorem. Let ωn be the vacuum state for the above theory in volume Vn,
ivhere the sequence of cubes Vn increases to cover 1R3 as n -> oo. Let P be the
polynomial algebra of the Weyl algebra of the canonical commutation
relations. Then there is a subsequence ωk (n) of ωn such that for all a ζP, ωk (n)
(a) converges to ω(a) as k(n) -> oo. Furthermore ω is a regular translationinvariant state for the canonical commutation relations on 21.
Remarks. 1. The state ω need not be a density matrix in Fock space.
2. The state ω is regular in the sense that ω(expiφ(f) exp^π(^)) is
defined for all f, g ζ © (R3), and it is continuous in / and g in a suitable
topology.
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Lemma 1. Whenever /, g ζ §> (FJ,
\«>n(Φ(f)Φ(g)\£

and

\ωn(π(f)π(g)}\^C

C \f\\g\,
\f\\g\,

ivhere C is independent of n and
Proof. This result is essentially contained in [3]. Following that
reference, we split the Fock Hubert space for the theory in volume Vn,
into a tensor product §x ( Vn) <S> §2 ( Vn) The w-particle states of the modes
which enter the interaction Hamiltonian have their image in £)ι(V),
while §2 CO is associated with the remaining modes. Note that ωn corresponds to the expectation value in the vector ΨQ(Vn), and the ground
state of H(Vn] factors in ξj^FJ <S> § 2 (F n ). This vector is represented
by Ψln®Ψ2n. Since the Hamiltonian H(Vn) is invariant under
φ ( Vn) -> - φ ( Vn] and π ( FJ -> - π ( FJ , we infer that for f , g ζ © ( Fn),
and

ω n (0(/) 0(00) =- ω ln (0!(/) ^(00) + ω 2 n ( φ 2 ( f ) 02 (00) ,
ωn(π(f) π(g}} = co lw (^(/) ^(^7)) -f ω 2 n ( π 2 ( f ) π 2 ( g ) } .

Furthermore, ω 2 n corresponds to the expectation value in the Fock noparticle state Φ 0 2 (F W ) in the Hubert space § 2 (F n ), and the corresponding
free -field vacuum expectation values trivially satisfy the lemma. Hence
it is only necessary to prove the result for coln, φ^ and πr For /, g ζ S) ( Fw)
we have

Φ01(FJ)
where the constants a, b, c, d are shown by computation to be independent of n. The analogous result holds for the π's, which proves the lemma.
Lemma 2. Let {con} be the sequence of vacuum functίonals of Lemma 1.
Then there is a subsequence {ωk(n ) } such that for all /, g ζ §), the numerical
sequence cθje(n)(Qxpiφ(f) exp^'π(^)) is convergent.
Proof. Remark that for k(n) sufficiently large, the numerical sequence
ω k ( n ) ( e x p i φ ( f ) expiπ(g)) makes sense. From the Weyl form of the
commutation relations and from Lemma 1 (the boundedness of the two
point functions) we infer that the functionals ωn(expiφ(f) exp^'π(^))
are continuous uniformly in n. In fact, one can easily show that
ωn(expiφ(f)

expiπ(g)} - ωn(expiφ(f)

expiπ(g'))\

^

^C{\f-f

+\g-g'\}.

It is important that the constant C does not depend on n. Thus the
functionals ω n (exp£0(/) expiπ(g)) are equicontinuous.
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Let {/„} be a countable dense set in ξ). (That is, for each / £ ξ), a
sequence of the /w's approximates / in the norm | | defined above.) By
the well-known diagonal procedure, one can construct a subsequence
ωk(n) such that the numerical sequences ωk(n) (expίφ(fr)
expiπ(fs))
tend to a limit as k(n) -> oo for all r, 5. Since the functionals
ωk (n) (exp i φ (/) exp & π (g)) are equicontinuous and since the {fn} are
dense in ξ), the lemma follows.
Proo/ 0/ £&e Theorem. The sequence cofc(n) of Lemma 2 converges to a
state co on the polynomial algebra P of the Weyl operators. This limit
state is regular, since ω is the limit of equicontinuous functionals. The
translation invariance of the state ω follows from the translation invariance of the vacuum functionals ojk (n) in the box.
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